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Abstract
The pyrolysis of polyurethane was studied by dynamic thermogravimetry analysis (TGA). The
studied polyurethane is used as organic binder in casting process to make sand cores and molds. A
semi-empirical model is presented that can be used to describe polyurethane pyrolysis occurring
during TGA experiments. This model assumes that the polyurethane is pyrolysed by several
parallel independent reactions. The kinetic parameters of polyurethane pyrolysis were evaluated
by fitting the model to the experimental data obtained by TGA over a wide variety of heating
rates. A nonlinear least-squares optimization method is employed in the fitting procedure. A
hybrid objectives based simultaneously on the mass (TG) and mass loss rate (DTG) curves has
been used in the least-squares method. The values of the activation energy obtained by the non-
linear fitting were then recalculated by the methods of Kissinger and Friedmand. Furthermore,
the parameters obtained in the present paper were then compared with those reported in the
literature.
Keywords:
kinetic parameters, polyurethane, pyrolysis, thermogravimetry, kinetic modeling
1. Introduction
Polyurethane is widely used in foundry industry as an organic binder to harden sand cores.1
The latter are inserted into a metallic mold to obtain internal shapes of casting parts. Pouring of2
a molten metal into the mold causes the thermal decomposition of polyurethane and gas emis-3
sions which can represent a severe problem for the quality of the casting parts. Indeed, under the4
effect of the thermal decomposition of the polyurethane, the pressure of the cores increases (due5
to the produced gas). If the local gas pressure in the sand cores exceeds the local metallostatic6
pressure of the solidifying liquid metal at core-casting part interface, gas bubbles can grow into7
the metal. Depending on whether the gas bubbles escapes through the metal or not, two possible8
scenarios can occur. In the first one the gas can escape through the casting part, so its effect might9
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be limited to the formation of bubble trails defect [1, 2]. In the second one, the gas bubbles stay10
entrapped within the solidified metal. The entrapped gas bubbles contribute thus to the formation11
of blowholes defects in the casting. Both bubble trails and blowholes defects affect the quality of12
the casting parts by deteriorating their mechanical properties and thus these parts are generally13
rejected. Nowadays, in order to prevent casting defects caused by the gas emissions and to assure14
the soundness of castings, one can use numerical simulation which allows the determination of15
the velocity and the pressure of the gas in the sand cores. The models used in the numerical simu-16
lation of gas emissions are based on differential equations which describe the transport of mass,17
momentum and energy within the sand cores. These equations contain source terms including18
the thermal decomposition rate of the organic binder which are calculated using an appropriate19
kinetic model. The reaction scheme and the parameters of the kinetic model have to be deter-20
mined experimentally. Therefore, the study of the thermal decomposition of the polyurethane21
represents a necessary step for the numerical simulation of the gas emissions occurring during22
the pouring and the solidification of the casting parts.23
Generally after pouring the molten metal into the mold, the sand cores are totally covered by24
the metal. As there is no oxygen within the sand cores, the thermal decomposition of the poly-25
urethane binder can be assumed to be done only by pyrolysis [2]. One of the most common used26
thermal analysis techniques to study pyrolysis kinetics of organic solids is the thermogravimetry27
analysis (TGA) [3]. TGA technique consists in measuring the mass of a substance as a function28
of temperature (or time) while the substance is subjected to a controlled temperature programme.29
The thermogravimetry analysis of a solid matter can be conducted either at isothermal conditions30
(constant temperature) or non-isothermal/dynamics conditions (generally the temperature varies31
linearly with time). The investigation of the pyrolysis by TGA is carried out in inert atmosphere32
such as nitrogen, argon or Helium. However, one can study combustion by using a reactive at-33
mosphere such as oxygen or hydrogen. The results obtained by TGA are principally the curves of34
mass loss (noted TG) and of rate of mass loss (note DTG) as functions of temperature (or time).35
Even though several works have been carried out to determine the kinetic parameters of the36
pyrolysis of polyurethanes used in applications other than the foundry [4], only experimental37
results have been reported about the pyrolysis of polyurethanes used in foundry [5–7]. The ob-38
jective of this work is to propose a kinetic model of the polyurethane pyrolysis and to calculate39
the kinetic parameters using TG and DTG curves obtained by thermogravimetry analysis of po-40
lyurethane. The determined kinetic parameters could be used later within a computational fluid41
dynamics model for gaseous emissions occurring in sand core during casting process [8].42
2. Experimental results
The polyurethane binder studied in this work was prepared by the reaction of phenolic resin43
and polyisocyanate resin. Both resins are in a liquid form and in combination with organic sol-44
vents. A blend of an equal weight of phenolic and polyisocyanate resins were mixed to form a45
reaction mixture. The formation of polyurethane occurred in the presence of a gaseous amine ca-46
talyst (dimethylethanolamine). The obtained solid polyurethane was ground using a mortar and47
pestle. Three samples were prepared with initial masses of 16.7 , 16.0 and 16.4 mg. The analyses48
of the samples were conducted by a Perkin-Elmer TGA 7 thermobalance. The samples were hea-49
ted in nitrogen flow at different heating rates : 20, 60 and 80 ◦C min−1. The mass loss and the50
mass loss rate curves of the polyurethane are given in figure 1. The results shows that the average51
value of the residual mass of polyurethane equals around 26.75 % of initial mass of the various52
samples.53
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Figure 1: Experimental data of polyurethane pyrolysis obtained by TGA analysis conducted in nitrogen
atmosphere and at various heating rates : 20, 60 and 80 ◦C min−1
3. Kinetic Models of organic solid pyrolysis
There are abundance of published research works dealing with the modeling of the pyrolysis54
of solid matter using TGA. In these works, several kinetic models were employed to describe the55
pyrolysis of organic solids. We can mention among the used kinetic models : the single global56
reaction model [9–12], the parallel independent reactions model [13–17], and the distributed57
activation energy model [18–22]. In the single global reaction model, the pyrolysis of organic58
solid is described by only one reaction. This model is the simplest kinetic model that one can59
use. It is generally employed to describe thermal decomposition of a pure homogeneous solid.60
The parallel reaction model assumes that the organic solid is constituted of many solid fractions61
(pseudo-components) each of which is decomposed independently by one reaction. Therefore,62
the interaction of pyrolysis reactions of different pseudo-components is neglected. This model is63
essentially used to describe the pyrolysis of organic solid blends and mixtures. In the distributed64
activation energy model, the organic matter is assumed to be decomposed by an infinite number65
of parallel independent reactions. Each reaction has its own activation energy and the sum of all66
reactions is given by a distributed activation energy. This model is used generally to take into67
account the heterogeneity of the studied solid matter.68
4. Kinetic Model of polyurethane pyrolysis
In this section, the kinetic model used in our study to describe polyurethane pyrolysis will69
be presented. This model is based on a parallel independent reactions model. In this model, the70
organic solid, noted M, will be considered as a mixture of np pseudo-components, noted M j.71
The pseudo-components are supposed to decompose independently from one another, and not to72
3
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influence each other. The pyrolysis of each pseudo-component produces a gas noted G j and a73
solid noted C j. Therefore the pyrolysis of M could be described by the reaction scheme R. 1.74
M j −→ s j C j + (1 − s j) G j j = 1, ..., np (R. 1)
Where s j is the mass-based stoichiometric coefficient of pyrolysis reaction of solid pseudo-75
component M j. np is the number of parallel reactions. The conversion rate of each reaction j is76
given by the following equation :77
dαM j
dt
= k j
(
1 − αM j
)n j
j = 1, np (1)
Where n j is the order of the reaction. αM j is the conversion ratio of pyrolysable part of78
pseudocomponent M j. It is defined as :79
αM j =
m0M j − mM j
m0M j − m∞M j
j = 1, ..., np (2)
Where m0M j is the initial mass of M j. mM j the mass of M j during the pyrolysis reaction. m
∞
M j
80
is the final mass of M j when the reaction is complete.81
The kinetic coefficients k j are function only of temperature. k j are given in an Arrhenius82
form :83
k j = Z jexp
(−Ea j
RT
)
j = 1, np (3)
Where Z j, Ea j and R are the pre-exponential factors, activation energies, and the universal84
gas constant, respectively. The overall conversion rate of the solid matter M is given by a linear85
combination of conversion rates of M j and, is expressed by the equation (4).86
dαM
dt
=
np∑
j=1
c jZ jexp
(−Ea j
RT
) (
1 − αM j
)n j
(4)
Where the coefficient c j represents the fraction of the overall mass loss due to the pseudo-87
component M j. The sum of these coefficients has to be equal to unity :88
np∑
j=1
c j = 1 (5)
In the same way, the conversion ratio of the solid matter M is given by a linear combination89
of conversion ratio of different pseudo-components M j :90
αM =
np∑
j=1
c jαM j (6)
αM can be calculated using TGA results by the following equation :91
αM =
m0M − mM
m0M − m∞M
(7)
4
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m0M , m
∞
M j
and mM j are the initial, final and current weights of M. If we consider that the92
TGA experiments have been carried out in non-isothermal conditions, the conversion rate of the93
organic matter M might be written as :94
dαM
dt
=
dT
dt
dαM
dT
= β
dαM
dT
(8)
Therefore, we have :95
dαM
dT
=
1
β
np∑
j=1
c jZ jexp
(−Ea j
RT
) (
1 − αM j
)n j
(9)
where β = dT/dt is the heating rate of sample during the TGA experiments. If the sample96
is subjected to a linear temperature ramp, the temperature can be expressed by the following97
equation :98
T = β t + T 0 (10)
Where t is time and T 0 is the initial temperature of the sample. For each reaction, there are99
four kinetic parameters (c j, Z j, Ea j and n j).100
Using the definition of ratio conversion αM given by the equation (7), the rate conversion of101
M can be evaluated by equation (11).102
dαM
dT
=
−1
m0M − m∞M
dmM
dT
(11)
If we consider also np as an unknown, the model would have 4 × np + 1 kinetic parameters103
which have to be determined by fitting kinetic model equations to experimental data obtained by104
TGA.105
5. Determination of kinetic parameters
There are several methods for determining the kinetic parameters of the pyrolysis of solid106
materials. We may classify them as linear and nonlinear methods. It is worthy to note that this107
classification is based upon the mathematical analysis of the experimental results. An classifi-108
cation according to experimental conditions of pyrolysis analysis such as isothermal and non-109
isothermal may be also used [23].110
5.1. Linear Methods
These methods consist of finding a linear relationship between the kinetic parameters using111
the reaction rate given by the considered kinetic model. Then using the experimental results the112
coefficients of the linear relation are determined by a linear regression. Those method are gene-113
rally applied for a simple kinetic model in which the solid material is supposed to be decomposed114
in a single step. It is so described by one elementary reaction. This is the case where we have115
one reaction in the pyrolysis model presented above. In this case the reaction rate is given by the116
following equation :117
dαM
dT
=
Z
β
exp
(−Ea
RT
)
(1 − αM)n (12)
5
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This expression of reaction rate is used when the reaction mechanism is characterized by a118
homogeneous chemical kinetic [24]. For more general case of other reaction mechanisms, the119
reaction rate can be expressed as shown below :120
dαM
dT
=
Z
β
exp
(−Ea
RT
)
f (αM) (13)
Where f (αM) is the reaction function which can take many mathematical forms depending121
on the controlling reaction mechanism. For example, some forms of this function can be found122
in [23, 25–30].123
Many linear methods have been reported in the literature [23, 30–34]. The Friedman and124
Kissinger Methods are presented above.125
5.1.1. Friedman Method
This method was introduced by Friedman [35]. The linear relationship employed by this126
method is obtained by taking the logarithm of the equation (13) which leads to the expression127
(14).128
ln
(
β
dαM
dT
)
= lnZ + ln f (αM) − EaRT (14)
For a given conversion degree αM , plotting ln
(
β dαMdT
)
as a function of 1T for several heating129
rates yields a straight line whose slope is equal to −EaR . Therefore the activation energy of the130
reaction Ea is obtained from the slope. We note that the estimation of the activation energy by131
Friedman method does not require to know the reaction function f (αM). This is why this method132
is considered as a free-model method. In order to estimate the pre-exponential factor Z from the133
y-intercept of the straight line, the function f (αM)) must be known.134
5.1.2. Kissinger Method
This method was firstly introduced by Kissinger [36]. It is based on the temperature of the135
maximum rate of conversion (temperature of peaks in DTG). Indeed, the derivative of the conver-136
sion rate is equal to zero at the peak temperature of the DTG curve. The derivative of the conver-137
sion rate is given by the equation (15).138
d2αM
dT 2
=
[
Ea
RT 2
+
Z
β
exp
(−Ea
RT
) d f (αM)
dαM
]
dαM
dT
(15)
If we assume that the maximum reaction rate occurs at the peak temperature Tmax, as the139
derivative of the conversion rate at Tmax is equal to zero, we obtain the following equation :140
Ea
RT 2max
− m Z
β
exp
( −Ea
RTmax
)
= 0 (16)
Which may also be rearranged in the following form141
β
T 2max
=
m Z R
Ea
exp
( −Ea
RTmax
)
(17)
6
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Where m = − d f (αM)dαM |T=Tmax . Taking the logarithm of this equation leads to the linear relation-142
ship of Kissinger :143
ln
(
β
T 2max
)
= ln
(m Z R
Ea
)
− Ea
RTmax
(18)
For a set of DTG curves with different heating rates β, the plot of ln
(
β
T 2max
)
as a function of144
1
Tmax
would lead to a straight line whose slope −EaR gives the activation energy. Kissinger method145
is also considered as model-free method. If the form of the function f (αM) is known, the pre-146
exponential factor Z constant can be further determined from the y-intercept of the obtained147
straight line.148
5.2. Non-linear Methods
This type of methods is based on nonlinear least-square regression [37–42]. The kinetic pa-149
rameters are calculated in this method by minimizing an objective function based on the sum of150
weighted square of the error between the experimental data of thermogravimetry analysis and151
model equations. These methods allow a direct fitting of the model equations to the experimental152
data without any rearrangement or approximation. Moreover, they are robust methods to estimate153
kinetic parameters of models with complex reaction schemes .154
Depending on whether the conversion ratio or the conversion rate of the pseudo-compounds155
is used, the objective function may be defined in two ways. In the first one, the objective function156
is defined by the conversion ratio :157
Of I(a) = 100 ×
√√√NTGA∑
l=1
N lexp∑
i=1
[
α
exp,l
M (ti) − αlM(ti,Ti, a)
]2
N lexp
(19)
a is the vector of the kinetic parameters to be estimated. It is defined as follows :158
a = {Ea1, ...., Eanp,Z1, ....,Znp, c1, ...., cnp, n1, ...., nnp}>
NTGA and N lexp are the numbers of TGA experiments and of points, respectively, in a given159
experiment. Subscript l indicates the different experiments. αexp,lM (ti) and α
l
M(ti,Ti, a) denote the160
experimental and estimated conversion ratios at instant ti (temperature Ti). This form of the161
objective function is called the integral form. The other form of the objective function is defined162
based on the conversion rate equation :163
Of D(a) = 100 ×
√√√√NTGA∑
l=1
Nexp∑
i=1
[
dαexp,lM (ti)
dt −
dαlM (ti,Ti,a,α)
dt
]2
N lexp
dαlM (ti)
dt |2max
(20)
This form of the objective function is called the differential form. The division by dα
exp,l
M (ti)
dt |2max164
serves to normalize the conversion rate of different samples. In fact, since the TGA experiments165
are carried out at different heating rates, the difference between the conversion rate of different166
samples could be very important. Therefore, in order to consider the effect of all experiments167
in the objective function, the conversion rate of each sample is divided by its maximum value168
[43, 44].169
7
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It is important to note that both forms of the objective functions have been used in the li-170
terature to determine the kinetic parameters. Studies such as the ones of [15, 40, 45] and [46]171
have employed the integral form. As examples of studies that have used the differential form,172
we mention [16, 47, 48] and [49]. The difference between the estimation of kinetic parameters173
by the integral and differential forms of objective function have been rarely discussed in various174
publications. A discussion of the difference between these two forms was conducted by [22]. Ac-175
cording to Várhegyi et al. [22], it is somewhat difficult to determine the most appropriate form176
to determine the kinetic parameters. A good choice for the estimation of kinetic parameters of177
reactions with slow conversion rates would be the integral form. In other cases, the minimization178
of the differential form is the most sensible to estimate the kinetic parameters choice.179
In this paper, we use a hybrid form of the objective function that simultaneously takes into180
account the minimization of both integral and differential forms (19) and (20). This hybrid form181
is given by the following function :182
Of =
√
(1 − λ)Of I2 + λOf D2 (21)
where λ is a number varying between 0 and 1. When λ equals to 0, we get the integral form183
of objective function. When λ equals to 1, the form of the objective function is the differential184
one. In order to determine the kinetic parameters, the minimization of the objective function185
(21) has been achieved using the pattern search method of Hooke-Jeeves [50, 51] method. It is186
an iterative method of minimization which does not require the calculation of derivatives of the187
objective function. This method has been used by Várhegyi et al. [49] to determine the kinetic188
parameters. [49] has shown that even tough this method converges slowly toward the optimal189
parameters, it is an efficient method.190
The evaluation of the objective function requires the calculation of the conversion ratio and191
conversion rate of polyurethane pyrolysis. The calculation of these values was obtained by the192
numerical integration of the differential equations given by the equations of rate conversion of the193
different pseudo-components (Eq. 4). The integration is conducted by the fourth-order Runge-194
Kutta method.195
6. Results and discussion
Figures 1 shows that the decomposition of the different samples starts at 100 ◦C. DTG curve196
illustrates clearly that the pyrolysis of polyurethane is occurring in at least two steps which197
correspond to the successive reactions of thermal decomposition of the polyol resins and the198
polyisocyanate resin. The first one takes place between 100 and 300 ◦C. About 50 % of the total199
decomposed mass of polyurethane is lost in the first step. The second one starts approximately200
at 300 and extends to 800 ◦C. Therefore, the polyurethane decomposes in a broader range in the201
second step. Otherwise, in this step about 50 % of total decomposed polyurethane is lost. It is202
important to note that the final char residue represents about 26.75 % of initial mass of samples.203
6.1. Decomposition of polyurethane by two parallel independent reactions
In order to determine the kinetic parameters of polyurethane pyrolysis, we supposed firstly204
that the decomposition of the polyurethane is done by two parallel independent reactions. In205
other words, the decomposition of polyurethane in each step will be described by one reaction.206
As initial values for the kinetic parameters we have taken : 1 × 105 kJ mol−1 for activation energy,207
1.0 × 1010 s−1 for the pre-exponential factor, 0.5 for the coefficient c j and 1 for the reaction order.208
8
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The parameter λ is set to 0.5. The optimized kinetic parameters for the polyurethane pyrolysis are209
shown in table 1. The final value of the objective function is 10.81 %. From the optimal coefficient210
c j, we find that about 0.45 of the polyurethane is decomposed in the first stage while about 0.55 is211
decomposed during the second one. It is worth noting that as the sum of the c j coefficient has to212
be equal to 1, the obtained values c j have been normalized to satisfy this condition. These results213
may be explained by the fact that each stage represents the decomposition of one of the organic214
resins from which the polyurethane is synthesized. From the results, it can be seen also that the215
polyurethane pyrolysis has a reaction order close to two in the 2 step and to 3 in the second one.216
-
Table 1: Kinetic parameters of polyurethane pyrolysis obtained using the Least-Squares Evaluation of
three experiments
Reactions c j cnormj Z j ( s
−1) Ea j (kJ mol−1) n j Of (%)
1 0.454 0.450 2.45 × 104 59.8 1.905 10.812 0.556 0.550 1.20 × 106 107.2 2.882
Examples of comparison between the calculated and experimental results of polyurethane217
pyrolysis at the slowest and fastest heating rates, 20 and 80 ◦C min−1, are presented on the figure218
2. The figures show that the model can globally follow the shape of the peak temperatures in219
the different stages of polyurethane decomposition. However, the two reactions model could220
not determine accurately the position of the peaks along the temperature axis and their height.221
Moreover, the figures indicate that the model did not reproduce the shoulders appearing on the222
first and second stages of the DTG curves. We note that a shoulder represent generally a peak223
temperature which overlap another neighboring peak temperature [47].224
6.2. Decomposition of polyurethane by four parallel reactions
It is somewhat difficult to describe each step by one reaction. That is why we have supposed225
that each step occurs by two parallel independent reactions highly overlapping each other. The-226
refore, the polyurethane pyrolysis is supposed to be done by four parallel independent reactions.227
In order to determine the kinetic parameters of these reactions by least square method, we chose228
equal initial values of the kinetics parameters : 0.25, 1.0 × 1010 s−1, 1 × 105 kJ mol−1, 1 for c j, Z j,229
Ea j and n j respectively. We take λ equal to 0.5. The initial value of the objective function equals230
103.47 %. The best value of the objective function obtained by the minimization process is about231
of 5.56 %. Table 2 shows the estimated kinetic parameters obtained from the pyrolysis of poly-232
urethane. Figure 3 shows the curves of the conversion ratio and conversion rate obtained by TGA233
analysis and the used kinetic model at the slowest and fastest heating rates : 20 and 80 ◦C min−1.234
We can observe a good agreement between experimental and calculated result. We note that the235
optimal objective function decreased from 10.81 % in the case of two reactions model to 5.56 %236
for the four reactions model. The decrease of the objective function proves that the latter one fits237
better the experimental data. The use of four reactions model allow to describe successfully the238
shoulders appearing in the DTG curves for both slowest and fastest heating rates. Furthermore,239
the four reactions model determined more precisely the position of the peaks along the tempera-240
ture axis. However, the fit still slightly inaccurate to describe the peak height especially for the241
fastest heating rate.242
9
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Figure 2: Experimental and calculated pyrolysis TG and DTG curves at the slowest and fastest heating
rates, 20 and 80 ◦C min−1, for 2-parallel independent reactions model
Table 2: Kinetic parameters of polyurethane pyrolysis obtained using the Least-Squares Evaluation of
three experiments
Reactions c j cnormj Z j ( s
−1) Ea j (kJ mol−1) n j Of (%)
1 0.334 0.331 9.95 × 104 59.650 4.455
5.572 0.160 0.159 1.50 × 10
10 118.12 0.857
3 0.235 0.233 3.187 × 107 117.09 2.336
4 0.280 0.277 4.26 × 108 148.07 2.575
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Figure 3: Comparison between experimental and calculated data at the slowest and fastest heating rates,
20 and 80 ◦C min−1, for 4-parallel independent reactions model
6.3. Effect of thermal-lag on the kinetic analysis
In the above sections, we have taken the temperature of samples uniform and equal to the243
TGA furnace temperature. The latter one increases linearly as a function of time at the constant244
heating rate β (cf. eq.(10)). In reality, there is a thermal lag (deviation) between the true sample245
and furnace temperatures. Indeed, they could be equal only on the surface of the sample. Many246
papers have investigated thermal lag occurring during TGA analysis [52–56]. These papers247
reported that the thermal lag could be affected by many factors such as heating rate, initial248
size/mass of the sample, thermal effect of the reactions (heat generation/absorption by exother-249
mic/endothermic reactions), the composition and the thermo-physical properties of the sample250
and the carrier gas of TGA, etc [52–55].251
The temperature of the polyurethane samples was measured during the TGA measurements252
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conducted in the current study. Figure 4 shows that there is an important deviation between the253
measured and furnace temperatures (henceforth noted Tm and T f respectively) for the three cho-254
sen heating rates 20, 60 and 80 ◦C min−1. The maximum thermal lags (Tm − T f ) are equal to255
67.99, 86.81 and 87.70 ◦C for these three heating rates respectively. The variation of the sample256
temperature as a function of time can be re-described by a linear relation with new heating rates257
which are 21.28, 65.46 and 88.15 ◦C min−1. One can explain these higher thermal lags essentially258
by three factors which are the heating rates, initial mass of samples and the self-heating of the259
samples. Indeed as explained by many studies [52, 55], the thermal lag can dramatically increase260
with heating rate. Moreover, the use of an important initial sample mass can lead to the creation261
of temperature gradient and therefore to the increasing of thermal-lag (particularly at higher hea-262
ting rates). It was recommended that the heating rate and the initial mass samples should be less263
than 10 ◦C min−1 and 10 mg respectively in order to minimize the thermal-lag [54]. The violation264
of these recommendations in the measurements conducted in the current study (the initial mass265
of the samples are 16.7 , 16.0 and 16.4 mg and the heating rates are 20, 60 and 80 ◦C min−1 res-266
pectively) could explain the important thermal lag values occurring during TGA analyses. The267
third factor which can be noted from the positive deviation between the sample and the furnace268
temperatures is the self-heating. Indeed, as the temperature of the sample increases faster than269
that of the furnace, one can conclude that there is a heat generation occurring during polyure-270
thane pyrolysis reaction (i.e. exothermic reaction). The self-heating of the sample can lead to a271
gradient temperature inside the sample (especially with higher initial mass) [54, 55]. To minimize272
the effect of the self-heating, one can use lower initial sample mass [55].273
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Figure 4: Variation of furnace and measured temperatures with respect to time at various heating rates :
20, 60 and 80 ◦C min−1
In order to illustrate the effect of the thermal lag on the kinetic analysis of polyurethane274
pyrolysis, we will recalculate the kinetic parameters of the two reactions model using the sample275
temperature obtained at the three heating rates 20, 60 and 80 ◦C min−1. Even though we can use276
the new heating rates obtained by the linear regression of the sample temperature (67.99, 86.81277
and 87.70 ◦C) in the new kinetic analysis of polyurethane pyrolysis, we will use the raw values of278
the sample temperature measured by the thermocouple during the TGA experiments. The same279
initial values of the kinetic parameters used in the previous kinetic analysis with two reactions280
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model were used in the current one. The new optimized kinetic parameters were obtained for a281
objective function of 10.84 %. There parameters are shown in table 3. The new results of kinetic282
analysis of polyurethane pyrolysis illustrate that taking into account the thermal lag leads to283
different kinetic parameters. The new activation energies of the first and second reactions are284
greater than that obtained for the furnace temperature ( 60.5 and 110.6 kJ mol−1 instead of 59.8285
and 107.2 kJ mol−1 respectively). The exponential factor of the first reaction was decreased from286
2.24 × 104 to 2.45 × 104 s−1, however that of second reaction was increased from 1.20 × 106 to287
1.22 × 106 s−1. The orders of first and second reactions were increased to become 2.038 and288
3.022 instead of 1.905 and 2.882 respectively. One can also note that the objective function Of of289
the current kinetic analysis (has a value of 10.84 %) is just slightly higher than the one obtained290
in the case of use the furnace temperature (equals to 10.81 %).291
The recalculation of the kinetic parameters using the sample temperature shows that the ac-292
curacy of the estimated parameters was severely affected by the thermal lag. In order to improve293
the accuracy of the kinetic analysis, new TGA experiments with lower heating rates and initial294
mass of samples should be done. Furthermore, the development of a more detailed heat transfer295
model within the sample will allow a more accurate kinetic analysis of polyurethane pyrolysis.296
Table 3: Kinetic parameters of polyurethane pyrolysis calculated using the sample temperature
Reactions c j cnormj Z j ( s
−1) Ea j (kJ mol−1) n j Of (%)
1 0.463 0.458 2.24 × 104 60.5 2.038 10.842 0.547 0.542 1.22 × 106 110.6 3.022
6.4. Estimation of activation energy by Kissinger’s and Friedman’s methods
A comparison was conducted between the kinetic parameters estimated by the non-linear and297
linear fitting methods. The values of activation energy of each step was determined by two linear298
methods, namely Kissinger and Friedman methods. Table 4 presents the energy of activation of299
polyurethane decomposition calculated by the different methods.300
To determine the activation energy of each reaction by Kissinger method, T 2max is plotted as301
a function of −1Tmax for the peak of each step at different heating rates. Tmax is the temperature302
corresponding to the maximum rate of decomposition. As explained above, the resulting plot303
is a straight line whose slope is EaR . The estimated activation energy for the first and second304
steps are equal to 66.60 and 210.50 kJ mol−1, respectively. The value of the square of correlation305
coefficient (r2) is equal to 0.9667 for the first step and 0.8939 for the second one, which can306
indicate that the experimental data are well fitted by linear plot for the two steps.307
The determination of activation energy by the Friedman method was carried out for two308
conversion degrees of 0.15 and 0.85 which are chosen to be in the first and second stage respec-309
tively. Plotting of ln
(
β dαMdT
)
as a function of 1T for each conversion degree leads to the estimated310
values of activation energy of 111.5 and 202.9 kJ mol−1 for the first and second stage respecti-311
vely. The square of the correlation coefficient of Friedman plot of the first and second stage are312
equals to 0.9999 and 0.9909 respectively.313
The results show that the values of the activation energy obtained by the different methods are314
globally quite different. The values of the activation energies obtained by non-linear fitting are315
generally lower than those obtained by Kissinger and Friedman methods. However, the value of316
activation energy obtained for the first stage using the non-linear fitting method (59.80 kJ mol−1)317
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Table 4: Activation energies of polyurethane decomposition estimated by the different methods
Methods Ea1 (kJ mol−1) Ea2 (kJ mol−1)
Non-linear 59.80 107.2
Kissinger 66.60 210.5
Friedman 115.5 202.9
is close to that obtained by Kissinger method (66.60 kJ mol−1). For the second stage, the values318
obtained by the Kissinger and Friedman methods are quite similar, 210.5 and 202.9 kJ mol−1 res-319
pectively. The difference between the results obtained by the different methods may be attributed320
to the dissimilar mathematical treatment in each method.321
6.5. Comparison of current results with published ones
Many studies have investigated the pyrolysis of polyurethane. A comparison between of the322
estimated kinetic parameters published in the literature and those obtained by the current study323
is given in table 5. Different types of polyurethane have been analyzed in this studies. Font et al324
[12] studied the pyrolysis of commercial polyurethane obtained by the reaction bewteen the poly-325
adipate of 1,4-butanediol or 1,6-hexanediol with diphenylmethane p,p%-diisocyanate. Rein et al326
[57] studied the flexible polyurethane foam. Prasad et al [58] studied polyurethane foam formed327
out of a reaction between toluene diisocynate (TDI)and a polyol. Pau et al [59] studied polyure-328
thane foams made from the reaction of mainly toluene diisocyanate and polyalkoxy polyether329
polyol.330
Table 5: Comparison between the kinetic parameters of polyurethane pyrolysis obtained in this work with
other published results
Ea j (kJ mol−1) Z j ( s−1) n j
Font et al [12] 133.6 2.55 × 10
12 0.951
190.4 9.76 × 1015 0.668
Rein et al [57] 124.0 1.58 × 10
8 1.140
148.0 2.00 × 1011 0.210
Prasad et al [58] 135.0 1.69 × 10
8 1.000
175.0 8.75 × 109 1.160
Pau et al [59] 179.0 3.61 × 10
14 9.510
231.0 4.72 × 1016 1.230
Present Work 59.8 2.45 × 10
4 1.905
107.2 1.20 × 106 2.882
The presented results show that the obtained kinetics parameters (activation energies and pre-331
exponential factors) in the present work are the lowest compared to the the published ones. The332
difference between the kinetic parameters estimated in this study and those calculated by other333
workers may probably be attributed the fact that types of studied polyurethane are different.334
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The kinetic models used to describe polyurethane pyrolysis may also influence the obtained va-335
lues kinetic parameters. Other factors include the experimental conditions of thermogravimetric336
analysis and the calculation procedure used to determine the kinetic parameters can cause the337
difference between the values of the estimated parameters.338
7. Conclusion
A kinetic analysis for the polyurethane pyrolysis was conducted in this paper. Thermal ana-339
lysis of the polyurethane was carried out with the thermogravimetry technique which allows a340
non-isothermal determination of conversion ratio and conversion rate curves as a function of hea-341
ting rate. Different experiments for polyurethane pyrolysis were conducted at different heating342
rates. The experimental results showed that the polyurethane pyrolysis is mainly completed in343
two steps, the first one takes place between 100 and 300 ◦C, and the second occurs between 300344
and extends to 800 ◦C.345
A kinetic model has been presented to describe solid matter pyrolysis during the TGA analy-346
sis. This model is based on the parallel independent reactions models. In order to determine the347
kinetic parameters of the different reactions of polyurethane pyrolysis, a nonlinear least-square348
procedure has been used. The proposed model has been employed to describe the polyurethane349
pyrolysis using two and four reactions. The results shows that the use of four reactions model350
allowed to described more accurately the experimental data, particularly to reproduce the highly351
overlapped reactions (shoulders). A comparison of the kinetic parameters calculated using the352
sample and the furnace temperatures showed that thermal-lag can affect considerably the kine-353
tic analysis. In order to improve the reliability of the kinetic analysis, one should minimize the354
deviation between the sample and furnace temperature (thermal-lag). The kinetics parameters of355
polyurethane pyrolysis estimated in the paper would be used later in CFD codes to simulate gas356
emission occurring during casting process.357
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